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Adherens junctions, which play a central role in inter-
cellular adhesion, comprise clusters of type I clas-
sical cadherins that bind via extracellular domains
extended from opposing cell surfaces. We show
that a molecular layer seen in crystal structures of
E- and N-cadherin ectodomains reported here and
in a previous C-cadherin structure corresponds to
the extracellular architecture of adherens junctions.
In all three ectodomain crystals, cadherins dimerize
through a trans adhesive interface and are con-
nected by a second, cis, interface. Assemblies
formed by E-cadherin ectodomains coated on lipo-
somes also appear to adopt this structure. Fluores-
cent imaging of junctions formed from wild-type
and mutant E-cadherins in cultured cells confirm
conclusions derived from structural evidence. Muta-
tions that interfere with the trans interface ablate
adhesion, whereas cis interface mutations disrupt
stable junction formation. Our observations are
consistent with a model for junction assembly
involving strong trans and weak cis interactions
localized in the ectodomain.
INTRODUCTION
The clustering of cell-surface proteins into multiprotein assem-
blies, or junctions, is a hallmark of many cell and membrane
adhesion processes (Dean et al., 2003; Grakoui et al., 1999).
Adhesion is initiated through the trans (cell-to-cell) dimerization
of adhesion proteins embedded in opposing membranes, which
then undergo lateral, cis, clustering through still poorly under-
stood mechanisms (Hong et al., 2010; Yap et al., 1997). The
assemblies that are formed in this way are likely to provide244 Structure 19, 244–256, February 9, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Ltd All rtemplates for the recruitment of cytoplasmic proteins, which
may then initiate downstream signaling events. Although the
structures of individual trans dimers of numerous adhesion
proteins have now been revealed (Arac et al., 2007; Boggon
et al., 2002; Somers et al., 2000), atomic level structures of larger
assemblies have not been determined. Here, we present crystal
structures of the complete ectodomains of E- and N-cadherins
and show that their crystals share a common molecular layer
that is formed by a similar array of cis and trans interactions.
Functional assays suggest that this molecular layer represents
the three-dimensional extracellular structure of adherens
junctions.
Adherens junctions are intercellular structures that are formed
by clusters of trans dimers of classical cadherins. They are char-
acterized by defined intermembrane spacing such that apposed
cell membranes appear parallel and by cytoplasmic plaques that
link to F-actin (Farquhar and Palade, 1963; McNutt and Wein-
stein, 1973). Type I classical cadherins and the related type II
cadherins mediate Ca2+-dependent adhesion between the cells
of vertebrates (Takeichi, 1988). Type I and II cadherin domain
structures are similar, each with an ectodomain composed of
five tandem extracellular cadherin (EC) repeats preceded by
a signal sequence and a pro-domain that must be removed by
proteolysis for adhesive function, a single membrane-spanning
region, and cytoplasmic regions with binding sites for b-, g-,
and p120-catenins. The latter are thought to mediate connec-
tions to the actin cytoskeleton and to regulate cadherin turnover
and recycling (Huber and Weis, 2001; Ishiyama et al., 2010;
Ozawa et al., 1989).
The crystal structure of the whole (EC1–EC5) ectodomain from
C-cadherin, a type I classical cadherin from Xenopus laevis,
represents the only complete cadherin ectodomain structure
published to date (Boggon et al., 2002). This structure, which is
consistent with numerous other structures of adhesive type I
and type II ectodomain fragments (Harrison et al., 2010; Haus-
singer et al., 2004; Parisini et al., 2007; Shapiro et al., 1995),
reveals a ‘‘strand swap’’ trans interface in which the N-terminal
b strand from the EC1 domain of each paired cadherinights reserved
Table 1. Data Collection and Refinement Statistics
E-Cadherin EC1-5 N-Cadherin EC1-5 E-Cadherin EC1-2 V81D E-Cadherin EC1-2 L175D
Data Collection
Space group C2 C2221 C222 C222
a,b,c (A˚) 119.1, 79.7, 176.0 91.4, 111.6, 262.1 142.7, 168.9, 131.1 140.9, 169.5, 131.4
a,b,g () 90, 98.5, 90 90, 90, 90 90, 90, 90 90, 90, 90
Molecules per asu 2 1 2 2
Resolution (A˚) 3.4 (3.52–3.4) 3.2 (3.31–3.2) 2.7 (2.8–2.7) 2.75 (2.85–2.75)
Rsym 0.123 (0.381) 0.113 (0.348) 0.135 (0.539) 0.116 (0.505)
I / sI 6.5 (2.0) 12.6 (4.0) 10.9 (3.1) 11.2 (4.3)
Completeness (%) 99.5 (99.2) 88.1 (69.9) 99.8 (99.8) 100 (100)
Redundancy 3.2 (3.0) 5.6 (5.1) 5.6 (5.4) 6.9 (6.7)
Refinement
Resolution (A˚) 20–3.4 20–3.2 20–2.7 20–2.75
Number of reflections 22,536 20,206 41,130 39,137
Rwork / Rfree 0.230/0.293 0.229/0.267 0.214/0.245 0.201/0.224
Average B-factors (A˚2) 65.9 61.6 52.6 38.9
Rmsd
Bond lengths (A˚) 0.009 0.007 0.019 0.026
Bond angles () 1.42 1.18 1.77 2.16
Ramachandran Statistics
Favored (%) 89.8 93.1 96.7 96.4
Allowed (%) 10.2 6.7 3.3 3.6
Disallowed (%) 0 0.2 0 0
One crystal was used per dataset. Values in parentheses are for the highest resolution shell.
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P
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jFobsðhklÞj:
Rfree = Rwork calculated using 5% of the reflection data chosen randomly and omitted from the start of refinement.
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Extracellular Architecture of Adherens Junctionsexchanges with that of the partner molecule. A second function-
ally important trans interface, involving the linker region between
the EC1 and EC2 domains, has also been identified and consti-
tutes a kinetic intermediate on the path to the formation of
strand-swapped dimers (Harrison et al., 2010; Nagar et al.,
1996; Pertz et al., 1999). However, despite a detailed under-
standing of trans dimerization, little is known about the mode
of cadherin assembly in adherens junctions. Cryo-electron
tomography (cryo-ET) structures of related desmosome junc-
tions have been reported (Al-Amoudi et al., 2007; He et al.,
2003). Desmosomes, which are anchored by the intermediate
filament system, are also mediated by interactions between
the ectodomains of specialized cadherins, namely desmocollins
and desmogleins (Delva et al., 2009). The known determinants of
strand swapping in type I cadherins (Posy et al., 2008) are
conserved in desmosomal cadherins, suggesting a similar
mode for trans binding between their membrane distal EC1
domains.
Here we show that the crystal structures of the complete ecto-
domains of N- and E-cadherin, along with the previously deter-
mined structure of C-cadherin, reveal the extracellular organiza-
tion of adherens junctions. Although the three proteins form
crystals in unrelated lattices, all crystals contain a molecular
layer assembled via two interfaces: the well-characterized trans
strand swap adhesive interface between EC1 domains, andStructure 19, 24a lateral cis interface in which a different EC1 domain surface
interacts with a region of the EC2 domain of a neighboring mole-
cule. Although the adhesive trans interface forms between cad-
herins oriented as if presented from apposed cell surfaces, the
cis interface is formed between cadherins positioned as if
emanating from the same cell surface.
Cryo-EM imaging of artificial junctions between cadherin-
coated liposomes and fluorescent imaging of adherens junctions
in transfected cells reveal an essential role for the cis interface in
the assembly of cadherin junctions. We suggest a mechanism
for junction assembly involving cooperative cis and trans interac-
tions that is likely to be relevant to other systems that mediate
membrane apposition and transmembrane signaling.
RESULTS
Ectodomain Structures of E-Cadherin and N-Cadherin
We determined crystal structures of the mature ectodomains
from mouse E-cadherin and mouse N-cadherin to 3.4 A˚ and
3.2 A˚ resolution, respectively. Data and refinement statistics
are listed in Table 1.
The overall structures of the E- and N-cadherin ectodomains
are very similar to that observed in the previously published
structure of C-cadherin (Boggon et al., 2002). In the E-cadherin
structure, two molecules are present in the crystallographic4–256, February 9, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 245
Figure 1. Ectodomain Structures of Mouse E- and N-Cadherin
(A) E-cadherin crystal structure showing a strand-swapped trans dimer (ribbon view). Protomers are colored blue and orange; calcium ions bound in the inter-
domain linker regions are shown as green spheres. Strand-swapped dimerization occurs between EC1 domains and is anchored by exchange of Trp2 residues
(sticks). O-linked glycosylation observed in the structure is shown as magenta spheres. The EC5 domain of one protomer was not resolved and is represented by
a dotted line.
(B) N-cadherin strand swapped dimer crystal structure, shown in the same representation as for E-cadherin in panel (A). N-linked glycosylation is shown as blue
spheres.
(C) Strand-swapped trans dimer structures of E-, N-, and C-cadherin (1L3W) superposed over a single protomer, to compare dimer angles. A closer comparison
of the curvature of single ectodomains of E-, N- and C-cadherin is shown in Figure S1B. See also Figure S1 and Table 1.
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Extracellular Architecture of Adherens Junctionsasymmetric unit: one in which all five EC domains are resolved
(residues 1 to 538 of the mature protein) and another in which
the membrane proximal EC5 domain is disordered (Figure 1A).
In the N-cadherin ectodomain structure, the crystallographic
asymmetric unit contains a single molecule in which EC1 to
EC5 (residues 1 to 542 of the mature protein) are well ordered
(Figure 1B). In both ectodomain structures, five EC domains,
each adopting a characteristic seven-stranded b-barrel fold,
are arranged in tandem to form an elongated, curved structure
that is stabilized by binding of three Ca2+ ions between each
set of successive EC domains, with twelve bound Ca2+ ions in
total (Figure 1).
Both E- and N-cadherin form strand-swapped dimers in the
crystal lattice that previous structural and mutation studies
have identified as the adhesive trans-binding interface of clas-
sical cadherins (Boggon et al., 2002; Harrison et al., 2010; Haus-
singer et al., 2004; Kitagawa et al., 2000; Parisini et al., 2007;
Shapiro et al., 1995; Troyanovsky et al., 2003) (Figure 1). In the
dimer, EC1 domains of each protomer closely interact and
symmetrically exchange their N-terminal b strands, which
contain a conserved tryptophan residue, Trp2. The Trp2 side
chains docks into a conserved hydrophobic pocket in the partner
EC1 domain, and docking is stabilized by an intermolecular salt
bridge and hydrogen bonds, as described for previous struc-
tures of adhesive fragments of type I cadherins (see Figure S1A
available online) (Harrison et al., 2010; Haussinger et al., 2004;246 Structure 19, 244–256, February 9, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Ltd All rParisini et al., 2007). The strand swap interface orients the
partner ectodomains in a trans configuration, as if extending
from opposing cell membranes, with a distance between the C
termini of approximately 373 A˚ for E-cadherin, 378 A˚ for N-cad-
herin, and 384 A˚ for C-cadherin (Boggon et al., 2002) (Figure 1).
Comparison of the ectodomain structures of E-, N-, and
C-cadherin (Boggon et al., 2002) reveals that the individual pro-
tomers superpose over all five EC domains, with pairwise rmsd
values of 3.7 A˚ or less for 485–510 aligned Ca atoms (Figure 1C).
Thus, the pronounced overall curvature of the ectodomain
appears to be a stable feature that is conserved in type I classical
cadherins. However, ectodomain curvature is not identical in the
three cadherins, and moderate differences are evident when
only the three EC1 domains are superimposed and differences
in the entire ectodomain structures are considered (Figure S1B).
These differences arise mainly from variations in interdomain
angles in the linkers between EC2-3 (angular difference between
E-, N-, and C-cadherin of up to 15), EC3-4 (up to 16), and
EC4-5 (up to 19). The relative orientations of ectodomains in
trans dimers of E-, N-, and C-cadherin also vary (Figure 1C).
Angles between EC1 domains in the trans dimers range from
52 (N-cadherin) to 88 (E-cadherin), in accord with previous
structural studies with smaller fragments of E- and N-cadherin,
suggesting that the angle of the trans dimer can vary substan-
tially (Harrison et al., 2010; Haussinger et al., 2004; Parisini
et al., 2007; Shapiro et al., 1995). Other notable structuralights reserved
Figure 2. A Conserved cis Interface in E-, N-, and
C-Cadherin
Stereo views of cis interfaces observed in crystal struc-
tures of mouse N-cadherin (A), mouse E-cadherin (B),
and Xenopus C-cadherin (1L3W) (C) are shown in ribbon
representation. Interfaces are formed between a concave
surface of EC1 (colored green, orange, and salmon for E-,
N-, and C-cadherin, respectively) and a convex surface of
EC2 of a partner molecule oriented in parallel (blue).
Regions of EC3 involved in contacts are also shown.
Side chains of residues contributing at least 10 A˚2 buried
surface area to the interface are displayed as sticks.
Hydrogen bonds are shown as dashed lines, and calcium
ions are shown as green spheres. Residues selected for
mutation (see text) are labeled in magenta. See also Fig-
ure S2 and Table S1.
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Extracellular Architecture of Adherens Junctionsfeatures of the E- and N-cadherin ectodomains are shown in
Figure S1.
A Structurally Conserved cis Interface
In the published structure of C-cadherin EC1-EC5 (Boggon et al.,
2002), a potential cis interface was identified in the crystal lattice
that could, in principle, promote lateral association of cadherins
on the cell surface. Remarkably, we observe the same cis inter-
face in the crystal lattices of E- and N-cadherin. The cis interface
and the strand-swapped trans dimer interface described above
are the only interactions observed in all three (E-, N-, and C-)
crystal lattices, which are maintained by a variety of other non-
conserved crystal contacts (Table S1). The presence of
a common contact in unrelated lattices suggests the possibility
of a functional role.Structure 19, 244–256, February 9The cis interface in E-, N-, and C-cadherin
comprises a nonsymmetrical interaction
between the EC1 domain of one protomer and
the EC2 domain of a partner cadherin, with
additional minor contributions from the EC2-3
linker and the apex of EC3 (Figure 2). In EC1,
the concave face formed by the C, F, and G
strands and the FG and CD loops, opposite
the trans dimer interface, binds to the convex
face near the base of EC2 formed by strands
B, D, and E and loops AB and EF (Figures 2A–
2C). The quasi b-helix between the C and D
strands of EC1 contributes part of the interface
and is positioned close to the EC2-3 calcium-
binding linker and to the FG loop at the apex
of EC3. The interface buries a total surface
area of 1120–1356 A˚2 in E-, N-, and C-cadherin
(Table S1) and involves essentially identical
regions of the protein in each, though not all
buried residues are conserved between
subtypes (Figures 2A–2C; Figure S2A). A small
hydrophobic core is formed by the side chains
of Val81 in EC1 and Pro123 and Leu175
(Val174 in N-cadherin and Ile175 in C-cadherin)
in EC2. The side chains of Phe35 (E-cadherin),
Tyr35 (C-cadherin), and the aliphatic part of
Arg35 (N-cadherin) are also positioned closeto the hydrophobic region. Several intermolecular hydrogen
bonds are observed in each of the interfaces, particularly
between the FG loop of EC1 and the D/E strands in EC2;
however, specific hydrogen-bonding patterns are not conserved
between the three cadherins.
The cis interface orients partner cadherin ectodomains in
parallel, as if extending from the same cell surface (Figure 3A).
Each cadherin ectodomain can simultaneously engage in two
identical cis interactions: one via its EC1 domain, providing the
concave side of the interface, and a second via its EC2/3 region,
providing the convex side. Thus, the cis interface arranges cad-
herin ectodomains into linear arrays (Figure 3A). Additionally,
each cadherin can engage in a single strand-swapped trans
interaction with a molecule oriented as if on the apposing cell
membrane, itself able to participate in linear arrays (Figure 3B,, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 247
Figure 3. A Molecular Layer Formed by cis and trans Interactions in Crystal Lattices of E-, N-, and C-Cadherin
(A) Linear array formed by cis interactions between parallel ectodomains of N-cadherin. Identical interactions are observed in the crystal lattices of E- and
C-cadherin (1L3W).
(B) One cis array (blue) engaged in strand-swapped trans interactions with two cis arrays (orange) that are oriented as if emanating from an opposing cell. Arrows
indicate directions in which linear rows of cis dimers would extend. Note the almost perpendicular angle between the opposing linear arrays. For clarity, only two
trans interactions are shown (bolder shading). N-cadherin is depicted; similar interactions are observed in E-cadherin and C-cadherin.
(C–E) Left panels show stereo views of segments of themolecular layer formed by cis and trans interactions in the crystal lattices of N-, E-, andC-cadherin (1L3W),
viewed perpendicular to the plane of the layer and oriented with blue cis arrays horizontal. Lattice segments comprising 4 3 4 trans dimers are shown; EC5
domains are shaded to aid orientation. Right panels show two projections of the molecular layer viewed along the proposed plane of the membranes. Distances
between C termini in right panels determined from crystal lattice dimensions (N- and C-cadherin) or from measurement in Pymol (E-cadherin).
Structure
Extracellular Architecture of Adherens Junctionsorange molecules). Thus, the trans dimer orients opposing linear
arrays of cadherins at an almost perpendicular angle so that
each line of molecules can bind in trans with multiple parallel
lines on the opposing side. In this way, two interfaces (cis and
trans) are sufficient to elaborate a molecular layer in which
opposing cis-oriented arrays intersect via trans dimer interac-
tions (Figures 3C–3E). The layer extends in two dimensions
and positions oppositely oriented cadherin C termini in parallel
planes equivalent to apposed membranes. This molecular layer248 Structure 19, 244–256, February 9, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Ltd All rsuggests a possible structure for the extracellular arrangement
of cadherins in adherens junctions.
The arrangement of the molecular layer differs in some
respects among E-, N-, and C-cadherin (Figures 3C–3E). In
particular, the minimum angle between trans dimers and the
presumptive plane of the membrane varies within a range of
approximately 14, giving a range of predicted intermembrane
distances of 185–262 A˚ (Figures 3C–3E, right panels). These
subtype differences are primarily due to variations in theights reserved
Structure
Extracellular Architecture of Adherens Junctionscurvature of individual ectodomains (Figure S1B) and, to a lesser
extent, to variations in the angle of the trans dimer interface (Fig-
ure 1C), both of whichmay be flexible. Different packing forces in
the respective crystal lattices and possible small differences
between the low-energy states of the different proteins could
underlie the observed variations. Interestingly, the predicted
intermembrane distances fall within the range reported for adhe-
rens junctions, which covers a significant range between 150
and 300 A˚ (Farquhar and Palade, 1963; Fawcett and McNutt,
1969; McNutt and Weinstein, 1973; Miyaguchi, 2000).
Sequence Conservation Suggests a Functional
cis Interface
The observation of similar cis interfaces for three type I classical
cadherins in unrelated crystal lattices is suggestive of potential
biological relevance. In addition, analysis of sequence conserva-
tion indicates that residues in the cis interface, like those of the
known trans interfaces, are significantly more conserved than
other surface residues, providing independent data suggesting
a biological role for the cis interface. Cis interface residues in
EC1-2 show 23% identity (7/31 residues) between E-, N-, P-,
M-, and R-cadherins (mouse and human) and C-cadherin
(frog), compared with 9% identity (6/66 residues) for noninter-
face surface residues (see Figure S2 for full analysis).
Site-Directed Mutants that Disrupt the cis Interface
To investigate the relevance of the cis interface in cadherin adhe-
sive function, we designedmutations to disrupt this interaction in
E-cadherin. Themutations V81D and L175Dwere targeted to the
concave (EC1) and convex (EC2) sides of the interface, respec-
tively. Both were intended to disrupt the small hydrophobic core
of the cis interface (Figures 2A–2C) by introducing a negatively
charged aspartate side chain. The mutated residues are distal
from the trans dimer face so that they should specifically target
cis binding.
Crystal structures of E-cadherin EC1-EC2 V81D and L175D
mutants were determined at 2.7 A˚ and 2.8 A˚ resolution (Table 1).
Folding of the EC1 and EC2 domains in both mutants was iden-
tical to that observed in previously published wild-type struc-
tures (Figure S3A) (Harrison et al., 2010; Haussinger et al.,
2004; Parisini et al., 2007). Furthermore, two molecules
composing the crystallographic asymmetric unit formed
strand-swapped trans dimers in both mutant structures
(Figure S3B).
In all ten structures of EC1-2 fragments of E-cadherin pub-
lished to date, the putative cis interface has been observed in
the crystal lattice, despite the absence of the EC3 domain (Fig-
ure S3C) (Harrison et al., 2010; Haussinger et al., 2004; Nagar
et al., 1996; Parisini et al., 2007; Pertz et al., 1999). Notably,
the cis interface is not present in the V81D and L175D structures
reported here; instead, the EC2 side of the interface is exposed
to solvent and the EC1 face engages in an unrelated crystal
contact (Figure S3D and S3E). The absence of the cis interface
in our structures suggests that the V81D and L175D mutations
disrupt the interaction as intended.
In agreement with the structural data, equilibrium analytical
ultracentrifugation (AUC) experiments showed that V81D and
L175Dmutations introduced into E-cadherin EC1-2 or EC1-5 ec-
todomain constructs did not substantially alter dimerizationStructure 19, 24affinities, suggesting normal trans dimer formation (Table S2).
Trans dimer mutant E-cadherin EC1-5 (W2A K14E) was mono-
meric in the analysis, indicating that only trans dimer interactions
are detectable in solution and suggesting that the affinity of the
cis interaction is weaker than the detection limit of the assay
(KD, 1 mM).
Assembly of Junction-like Structures between
Cadherin-Coated Liposomes
Todeterminewhether the junctionlikemolecular layer found in the
three type-I cadherin ectodomain crystal structurescanalso form
in a membrane-associated context, we used a liposome-based
assay system. Liposomes were prepared using phospholipid
mixtures that included Ni2+-chelated head groups to tether C-
terminally 6xHis-tagged E-cadherin ectodomains on the surface.
Time coursemeasurements of light scattering at 650 nm revealed
that liposomes coated with wild-type E-cadherin ectodomains
aggregated and showed an increase in light scattering that typi-
cally reached a maximal plateau over 30 min (Figure S4). By
contrast, liposomes that were either uncoated or were coated
with the nonadhesive E-cadherin trans-dimerization mutant
W2AK14E (Harrisonet al., 2010) showedno increase in light scat-
tering. Liposome aggregation for the cis interface mutant V81D
L175D was slightly diminished from wild-type protein, but never-
theless was indicative of adhesive binding (Figure S4).
Micrographs of frozen-hydrated samples of aggregated lipo-
somes were examined using cryo-EM. Liposomes coated with
wild-type E-cadherin ectodomains reveal junctionlike structures
in the space between apposed liposomes (Figure 4A). The
mechanical strength resulting from the assembly of ordered
junctionlike structures by cadherin molecules is apparently suffi-
cient to induce the flattening of the membrane surface of lipo-
somes (Figure 4A). In these junctionlike structures, cadherin
molecules are arranged in a periodicmanner, revealing a charac-
teristic saw tooth pattern of high densities (Figure 4B). Cadherin
molecules are periodically positioned at 70 A˚ intervals, consis-
tent with the arrangement of cadherin ectodomains in the crystal
structures, and protrude from the membrane surface at angles
that can deviate from the membrane perpendicular by up to
40. Intermembrane distance at the junctions varies between
300 and 340 A˚. These values are slightly larger than the
measurements from the molecular layer identified in the crystal
lattices (Figures 3C–3E). The discrepancy likely arises from the
presence of a disordered segment near the membrane attach-
ment point. The E-cadherin ectodomain ends at residue D533,
but five additional residues are found in a segment without
secondary structure at the C terminus; our ectodomain construct
also includes six additional disordered residues preceding the 6-
histidine tag at the extreme C terminus. In a fully extended
conformation, this flexible linker could add up to 40 A˚ to each
cadherin monomer, or up to 80 A˚ for a trans-bonded pair.
Consistent with this, electron density is weak directly proximal
to the membrane surface. Nevertheless, intermembrane
distances measured here are broadly consistent with the re-
ported dimensions of adherens junctions (Farquhar and Palade,
1963; Fawcett and McNutt, 1969; McNutt and Weinstein, 1973;
Miyaguchi, 2000).
We performed similar experiments with the cis interface
mutant E-cadherin ectodomain V81D L175D, which fails to4–256, February 9, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 249
Figure 4. Electron Microscopy of Artificial
Junctions Between E-Cadherin–Coated
Liposomes
(A) Cryo-electron microscopy of liposomes coated
with wild-type mouse E-cadherin EC1-5 after
40min of aggregation. Arrows indicate junctionlike
structures formed between apposed membranes.
(B) Close-up views of selected junctions between
wild-type E-cadherin–coated liposomes. Note
the ordered arrangement of electron-dense mate-
rial in the intermembrane space.
(C) Aggregated liposomes coated with the cis
interface mutant V81D L175D of mouse E-cad-
herin EC1-5. Junctionlike regions are indicated
by arrows as in (A).
(D) Close-up views of the mutant junctions. Note
the absence of highly ordered intermembrane
density compared to wild-type. Scale bars,
100 nm (A and C) and 30 nm (B and D). See also
Figure S4 and Table S2.
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Extracellular Architecture of Adherens Junctionsform cis interactions in crystals (Figure S3). Images of samples
prepared with this mutant show electron-dense material in the
space between adherent liposomes, but this density fails to
show identifiable features, suggesting that the cadherin ectodo-
mains are no longer arranged in ordered layers that can provide
a clear projection image (Figures 4C and 4D). This finding is in
clear contrast to the ordered junctionlike structures observed
with the wild-type protein. The intermembrane distance also
varies more substantially for the cis mutant-mediated adherent
liposomes, indicating that the mutant cadherins in this contact
region fail to form ordered structures.
The cis Interface Controls Stability of Cadherin
Junctions between Cells
To determine the role of cadherin cis interactions in a cellular
context, we introduced the cis interface mutation V81D V175D
into cell surface–expressed human E-cadherin tagged at the C
terminus with the photoconvertible fluorescent protein Dendra2.
Transfection experiments were first performed with the human
epidermoid carcinoma cell line A-431, which was previously
shown to efficiently incorporate Dendra2-tagged E-cadherin
into junctions along with endogenously expressed E-cadherin
(Hong et al., 2010).
In A431 cells transfected with full-length cis interface mutant
Ecadcis-Dendra, immunofluorescence microscopy revealed
that, in contrast to the parental protein Ecadwt-Dendra, the trans-
fected mutant failed to assemble into cell-cell junctions (Fig-
ure 5A). Furthermore, Ecadcis-Dendra acted in a dominant nega-
tive manner, ablating the endogenous adherens junctions in the
transfected cells (Figure 5A, Ec). The dominant-negative proper-
ties of Ecadcis-Dendra strongly suggest that the cis interface is
essential for adherens junction formation; however, its exact
role is not defined in these experiments because all cadherin
function is ablated.
Dominant negative properties of mutant cadherins can some-
times be overcome by uncoupling them from cytoplasmic250 Structure 19, 244–256, February 9, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Ltd All rbinding partners (Nieman et al., 1999). Therefore, in order to
examine the cis mutants in cells with intact endogenous adhe-
rens junctions, we used a cadherin construct lacking most of
the cadherin cytoplasmic domain, designated EcadD-Dendra
(Hong et al., 2010). This protein is additionally uncoupled from
clathrin-mediated endocytosis, allowing it to be stably present
on the cell surface where it coclusters with endogenous cadherin
in the junctions of A-431 cells (Figure 5B, WtD) (Hong et al.,
2010). When cis interface mutations were introduced into these
constructs, the mutant protein, EcadcisD-Dendra was also effi-
ciently recruited to the cell-cell contacts of transfected A-431
cells, where it colocalized precisely with endogenous cadherins
in the same junctions (Figure 5B, CisD). Live imaging, however,
revealed a dramatic effect of the cis interface mutation on the
dynamics of these junctions: instead of the relatively stationary
cadherin-containing clusters observed in the EcadwtD-Dendra
control cells, clusters incorporating the cis mutant were
extremely mobile, continuously and rapidly changing their shape
and distribution (Movies S1 and S2). Moreover, Dendra activa-
tion assays revealed that the residence time of the mutant
protein in these clusters was much shorter than that of the
parental cadherin (Figures 6A and 6B). Coculture experiments
showed that mixed junctions between wild-type and mutant
cadherins were similarly unstable (Figure S5), indicating, as pre-
dicted from our structures, that cis interactions on both sides are
required to stabilize junctions. In each case, junctional instability
must be due to changes in the cis interaction since immunopre-
cipitation experiments with the transfected A431 cells showed
that EcadcisD-Dendra formed trans strand swap dimers equiva-
lent to wild-type protein (Figure 6C).
We performed complementary transfection experiments using
A-431D cells, which lack endogenous cadherins (Lewis et al.,
1997) (Figure S6). In these transfected cells, both Ecadwt-Dendra
and EcadwtD-Dendra localize efficiently to cell-cell junctions with
minimal staining in other regions of the plasma membrane (Fig-
ure 7A; Figure S6). In contrast, the cis interface mutantsights reserved
Figure 5. Effects of cis-Mutations on Subcellular Distribution of Full-
Length and Catenin-Uncoupled E-Cadherin in A-431 Cells
(A) A-431 cells expressing full-length Dendra2-tagged human E-cadherin (Wt)
or its V81D V175D cismutant (Cis) were double-stained using rabbit anti-Den-
dra2 antibody against the recombinant cadherins (Dn, green) and mAB
C20820 against endogenous cadherin (Ec, red). Magnifications of selected
regions (arrows) are inset. Note the dominant negative phenotype of the cis
mutant.
(B) A-431 cells expressing catenin-uncoupled E-cadherin-Dendra (WtD) or its
V81D V175D cismutant (CisD) stained with anti-Dendra2 (Dn, green) and anti-
b-catenin to mark endogenous cadherins (b-cat, red). Recombinant and
endogenous cadherins cocluster at junctions in both cell lines. See also
Figure S3.
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Extracellular Architecture of Adherens JunctionsEcadcis-Dendra and EcadcisD-Dendra are distributed more
diffusely over the cell surface with only slightly increased staining
in the contact zone (Figure 7A; Figure S6). These results clearly
show that E-cadherin cis interface mutants are unable to
assemble junctions in the absence of endogenous wild-type
cadherins. We also assessed the aggregation properties of the
EcadwtD and EcadcisD A431D cells in ‘‘short term’’ aggregation
assays (Figure 7B). Remarkably, both wild-type and cis mutantStructure 19, 24transfectants could mediate cell aggregation with apparently
equal facility. This observation suggests that, as for experiments
with cadherin-coated liposomes (Figure 4; Figure S4), trans inter-
actions are sufficient to mediate aggregation, whereas cis inter-
actions are further required for assembly of junctions.DISCUSSION
We have presented data from several independent sources that,
taken together, strongly suggest that the molecular layer
observed in the crystal structures of E-, N-, and C- cadherin
corresponds to the arrangement of cadherin ectodomains within
adherens junctions. Here, we briefly review this evidence and
discuss the implications of these results for the mechanism of
junction assembly.Adherens Junction Structure
Evidence supporting the idea that the molecular layer common
to the type I cadherin structures represents the extracellular
arrangement of adherens junction includes the following: First,
all three whole cadherin ectodomain structures, despite their
presentation in independent lattices, form crystals containing
similar molecular layers defined by two interactions—the strand
swap trans interface and the lateral cis interface. The geometry of
this molecular layer is consistent with requirement that adhesive
cadherins emanate from opposing membranes and suggests an
intermembrane spacing of 185–262 A˚. This is likely to corre-
spond to a continuous range of possible intermembrane
distances, because molecular modeling shows that most of
the difference in spacing between the three cadherins is due to
ectodomain curvature, which is likely to be somewhat variable
despite rigidification by interdomain calcium binding (Y.W. and
B.H., unpublished results). The range of estimated intermem-
brane spacing from the crystal lattices is consistent with the
known dimensions of adherens junctions (Farquhar and Palade,
1963; Fawcett and McNutt, 1969; McNutt and Weinstein, 1973;
Miyaguchi, 2000), though artifacts of sample preparation,
coupled with undefined projection angle in these published
studies, contribute uncertainty to the reported measurements.
Second, both sets of interfacial residues exhibit a higher level
of sequence conservation than do other surface residues. Third,
liposome experiments show that junctionlike structures can be
formed by the ectodomain alone, in agreement with cell studies
showing that E-cadherin lacking the cytoplasmic region can form
adherens junctions (Hong et al., 2010; Ozaki et al., 2010). Thus,
all necessary molecular interactions required for initial junction
formation are localized in the ectodomain and would be ex-
pected to form in crystals, where protein concentrations are
high. Fourth, adhesion between liposomes coated with E-cad-
herin ectodomains is mediated by an ordered structure seen in
electron micrographs that is consistent with the lattice structure
observed in the cadherin crystals. Adhesion also occurs when
the cis interface is ablated (Figure S4), but an ordered junction-
like structure is no longer observed (Figure 4). Finally, in a cellular
context, ablation of the cis interface interferes with localization of
cadherins to intercellular junctions. Consistent with the results
for cadherin-coated liposomes, cell adhesion occurs in the
absence of cis interactions, but the extent of cadherin4–256, February 9, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 251
Figure 6. Cis Mutations Destabilize Cad-
herin Junctions in A-431 Cells
(A) Time-lapse analysis of photoactivated junc-
tions in A-431 cells expressing fluorescent Ecadwt
D-Dendra (WtD) or its V81D V175D cis interface
mutant EcadcisD-Dendra (cisD). At left are low-
magnification images of initial frames; sequences
are shown on the right (see Movies S3 and S4).
A 5 mm region of cell-cell contact (arrowhead)
was photoactivated, and cells were imaged in
green (normal Dendra2 fluorescence) and red
(photoconverted Dendra2) channels. ‘‘0a’’: before
photoactivation; ‘‘0b’’ immediately after activa-
tion; ‘‘3’’: after 3 min. Arrows in each sequence
indicate the same cadherin cluster.
(B) Changes in intensity of red fluorescence in indi-
vidual junctions after Dendra2 activation, aver-
aged from four independent experiments (n =
30). Initial red fluorescence is considered to be
1.0. Error bars represent SD (n = 20).
(C) Coimmunoprecipitation assay with A-431 cells expressing EcadwtD-Dendra (WtD), cis mutant EcadcisD-Dendra (CisD), or trans dimer mutant (W2AD). Total
lysates (TL) and anti-Dendra immunoprecipitates (Dn-IP) were probed with anti-Dendra (Dn) and for coimmunoprecipitated endogenous cadherin by anti-E-cad-
herin C20820 (Ec). See also Figure S5 and Supplemental Movies S1–S4.
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Extracellular Architecture of Adherens Junctionsaccumulation at cell-cell contact regions is diminished, and the
resulting junctions are highly unstable.
A prominent feature of the junction structure revealed by the
type I cadherin crystals is that the two monomers in each trans
strand-swapped dimer orient their cis interface surfaces in nearly
perpendicular directions. Each trans dimer thereby participates
in two linear arrays, each formed by cis interactions involving
one of its monomers (Figure 3). The net effect is the formation
of a 2D lattice, which, we argue, represents the extracellular
structure of adherens junctions.
Although type I, type II, and desmosomal cadherins share the
same strand swap mode of trans interaction (Boggon et al.,
2002; Patel et al., 2006; Shapiro and Weis, 2009), differences
in sequence and structure suggest that the cis interface identi-
fied here is likely to be specific to type I cadherins. Type II cad-
herins notably lack the pseudo-b helix region, which plays
a role in formation of the type I cadherin cis interface. Further-
more, although virtually all type I cadherin multidomain crystal
structures include cis interface interactions (Boggon et al.,
2002; Harrison et al., 2010; Haussinger et al., 2004; Nagar
et al., 1996; Parisini et al., 2007; Pertz et al., 1999), the two pub-
lished multidomain type II cadherin structures (Patel et al., 2006)
and two additional unpublished structures from our laboratory
(J.B., O.J.H., B.H., and L.S., unpublished data) all lack a similar
interface. Nevertheless, there is significant evidence for adhe-
rens junction formation by type II cadherins (Kiener et al., 2006;
Uehara, 2006), andwe thus infer that alternative lateral interfaces
must be utilized.
Desmosomal cadherins also appear to lack the sequence
determinants found for the cis interface of type I cadherins.
This is consistent with the very different structure determined
for desmosomes by cryo-ET (Al-Amoudi et al., 2007), which
depicts the same strand swap adhesive interface, but the
arrangement of protomers in cis appears to be entirely different.
Intermembrane spacings reported for desmosomes (250–
350 A˚) (Al-Amoudi et al., 2007; McNutt and Weinstein, 1973)
are consistently larger than those for adherens junctions
(150–300 A˚) (Farquhar and Palade, 1963; Fawcett and McNutt,252 Structure 19, 244–256, February 9, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Ltd All r1969; McNutt and Weinstein, 1973; Miyaguchi, 2000), despite
the fact that both are composed of cadherin ectodomains with
lengths expected to be nearly identical. The difference in spacing
may be related to the angle at which the ectodomains protrude
from the membrane, because fitting of the C-cadherin ectodo-
main crystal structure to cryo-EM maps of desmosomes reveal
cadherin ectodomains oriented almost perpendicular to the
cell membrane (Al-Amoudi et al., 2007).
Adhesion Receptor Clustering in Other Systems
The idea that specific cis and trans ectodomain interactions are
responsible for the assembly of cell adhesion proteins into
ordered junctions and signaling clusters has emerged from
structural studies in a number of systems (Aricescu and Jones,
2007; Freigang et al., 2000; He et al., 2009; Kostrewa et al.,
2001; Soroka et al., 2003). However, the clustering mechanisms
proposed for these adhesion proteins each involve the formation
of linear ‘‘zippers.’’ For L1 and JAM-A, the zipper is formed
through alternation of cis and trans interactions (He et al.,
2009; Kostrewa et al., 2001), whereas for axonin, it results from
trans interactions alone (Freigang et al., 2000). However, struc-
tures such as junctions are two-dimensional entities, and indeed
a one-dimensional array is unlikely to be stable in the absence of
additional interactions. Thus, it is likely that if these one-dimen-
sional structures reflect the arrangement of natural junctions
and signaling clusters, then additional, yet-undefined, interac-
tions assemble these linear arrays into higher order structures.
A number of one-dimensional models have been proposed for
NCAM clustering (Kiselyov et al., 2005), but a two-dimensional
model derived from a three-domain crystal structure has also
been suggested (Soroka et al., 2003). The complex formed
between EphA2 and ephrin-A5 provides an example of a crystal-
lographically identified two-dimensional array that has been
characterized and functionally validated (Seiradake et al.,
2010). Crystals of EphA2/ephrin-A5 reveal a two-dimensional
lattice that contains multiple distinct cis and trans interfaces,
which together define an ordered structure consistent
with requirements of cell-surface geometry. Site-directedights reserved
Figure 7. Subcellular Distribution of E-Cadherin cis Mutants in
A-431D Cells
(A) Dendra fluorescence of A-431D cells expressing equal wild-type EcadwtD-
Dendra or cis mutant V81D V175D (EcadcisD-Dendra).
(B) Short-term aggregation assays with the two cell lines. Images show cells
after 30 min of shaking aggregation in 3 mM calcium (upper panels) or 3 mM
EDTA (lower panels). Parental A-431D cells show no aggregation (A-431D).
See also Figure S6 for results with full-length versions of the above constructs.
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in cluster formation and in signal transduction initiated by Eph/
ephrin interactions (Himanen et al., 2010; Seiradake et al., 2010).
The cadherin system is far simpler. Two biologically validated
interfaces alone, one that functions exclusively in trans and the
other exclusively in cis, together define a two-dimensional
molecular lattice consistent with the geometry of adherens junc-
tions. Here we report on the strength of these interactions,
which, aided by the relative simplicity of the system, enable us
to describe the junction formation process in more detailed
structural and energetic terms than has been possible previ-
ously. Our liposome experiments show that junction structures
can spontaneously assemble and that the trans and cis interac-
tions we describe are required for this process to occur. More-
over, we show for both liposomes and transfected cells that trans
interactions alone can drive adhesion, albeit weaker than when
cis interactions are present, and that cis interactions are required
for the formation of an ordered structure.
Forces That Drive Junction Formation
The results of this study demonstrate that adherens junctions are
assembled through a combination of trans and cis interactions.
Trans interactions are clearly the stronger of the two and, in
the case of E-cadherin, correspond to a KD, asmeasured in solu-
tion, of about 100 mM (Table S2). This, by most definitions, corre-
sponds to a ‘‘weak’’ interaction but given the fact that cell adhe-
sion involvesmultiple proteins, the combined cell-cell interaction
free energy can be quite large (Chen et al., 2005; Katsamba et al.,Structure 19, 242009). Indeed trans interactions are sufficient on their own to
drive cell and liposome aggregation (Figure 7; Figure S4). Even
in the absence of cis interactions, cadherins can still accumulate
in contact regions, but to a much lesser extent (Figures 5 and 7),
by a ‘‘diffusion trap’’ mechanismwherebymonomers that diffuse
into this region form trans dimers and are unable to leave until the
dimers dissociate. The role of this mechanism has been
described in a recent study of the interactions of cadherin-
coated beads with epithelial cells (Perez et al., 2008). The effect
of the diffusion trap mechanism is evident from our results using
the E-cadherin cis mutant V81D L175D. Liposomes coated with
this mutant still adhere, although to a slightly lesser extent than
wild-type (Figure S4). Moreover, in transfected A-431D cell lines,
which do not express endogenous wild-type proteins, there is
some accumulation of cismutant proteins in intercellular contact
regions, although much less than in wild-type (Figure 7A). The
difference reflects the contribution of cis interactions to cadherin
accumulation.
The role of cis interactions is also evident in our experiments
with transfected A-431 cells, which also express endogenous
E-cadherin. In this case, cis mutants interfere with junction
formation in a dominant negative fashion (Figure 5). Cismutants
that are uncoupled from cytoplasmic interactions (Ecadcis
D-Dendra) accumulate into junctions together with wild-type
proteins, presumably via the diffusion trap mechanism, but, as
evidenced by the reduced junctional residence time of the
mutant protein, the resulting junctions are less stable and more
dynamic than those formed by wild-type protein alone (Figure 6).
These results clearly indicate the importance of forming a junc-
tion structure stabilized by both trans and cis interactions.
The central role of cis interactions in junction formation is
remarkable because the interactions are too weak to be de-
tected in solution. Indeed, cis interactions are not on their own
able to produce observable clusters on an isolated cell surface,
yet combined with trans interactions, they can produce stable
and ordered structures. How is this possible? We recently inves-
tigated the physical principles that underlie junction formation
based in part on simulations that mimic the organization of cad-
herins in the 2D lattice seen in crystal structures (Wu et al., 2010).
We find that junction formation can be viewed as a transition
from a diffuse two-dimensional ‘‘gas’’ phase composed of cad-
herin monomers freely diffusing in the plasma membrane to
a structured ‘‘solid’’ phase consisting of trans cadherin dimers
that make lateral cis interactions. The transition is cooperative
so that trans and cis interactions enforce one another and can
result in junction formation even when cis interactions are
weak. In addition, there is strong evidence formolecular cooper-
ativity between cis and trans interactions; that is, the formation of
trans dimers increases the strength of cis interactions (Zhang
et al., 2009). The relative simplicity of the cadherin system has
made it possible for us to describe junction formation in quanti-
tative terms. Nevertheless, the underlying principles should
apply to the formation of ordered assemblies in more complex
multicomponent systems.
Biological Roles of Ordered Junctions
Our results show that cadherins can drive cell aggregation even
in the absence of the cis interactions required to form junctions.
Thus, the role of ordered junctions is likely to extend beyond4–256, February 9, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 253
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Extracellular Architecture of Adherens Junctionsadhesion alone. One attractive possibility is that the ordered type
I cadherin junction structure, which can spontaneously
assemble only upon cell-cell contact, may provide a mechanism
for transducing outside-in signals across the plasmamembrane.
Engagement of cadherins at sites of cell-cell contact is known to
initiate signaling through several different pathways (Li et al.,
2001; Watanabe et al., 2009). In addition to effects on diverse
cellular behaviors such as motility and survival (McCrea et al.,
2009), these signaling mechanisms are thought to modulate
cytoskeletal activity, leading to stabilization and expansion of
the nascent cell-cell junctions (Kovacs et al., 2002; Vasioukhin
et al., 2000). Currently, the mechanism by which engagement
of cadherin ectodomains between apposed cells leads to
signaling across the plasma membrane is not well understood.
It appears likely that cadherin-mediated signaling could be trig-
gered by assembly of a defined supermolecular complex, as is
characteristic of many transmembrane signaling events (Co-
chran et al., 2001; Hubbard and Till, 2000). The extracellular ad-
herens junction structures suggested here for C-, E-, and N-cad-
herins all have lateral distances that would place adjacent
cadherin transmembrane segments72–74 A˚ apart in a charac-
teristic array (Figure 3). This ordered structure should, in prin-
ciple, impose an arrangement on the cytoplasmic domains that
could act as a scaffold for assembly of a defined molecular
complex to initiate signaling responses and trigger further
expansion and organization of the junction by the cytoskeleton.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Protein Expression and Structure Determination
Mouse E-cadherin (Asp1 to Ala544 of the mature protein) and mouse N-cad-
herin (Asp1 to Val553) ectodomains were expressed in human embryonic
kidney 293 cells; EC1-2 fragments of mouse E-cadherin (Asp1 to Asp213)
were expressed in Escherichia coli. Cloning, expression, purification, and crys-
tallization of the wild-type and mutant proteins are detailed in Supplemental
Experimental Procedures. X-ray data was collected from single crystals at
100 K using a wavelength of 0.979 A˚ at the X4A and X4C beamlines of the
National Synchrotron Light Source, Brookhaven National Laboratory. Data
processing and structure determination by molecular replacement are
described in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Liposome Aggregation Assays and Cryo-EM
Liposomes composed of a 9:1 molar ratio of 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine (DOPC) and the nickel salt of 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-
([N(5-amino-1-carboxypentyl)iminodiaceticacid]-succinyl) (DOGS-NTA) were
prepared and incubated with 6xHis-tagged E-cadherin ectodomain proteins
at room temperature while aggregation wasmonitored byOD650measurement
in a spectrophotometer. For cryo-EM, aggregated liposomes were applied to
300mesh copper TEM grids with R 2/1 Quantifoil carbon film and were vitrified
by blotting and plunge-freezing in liquid ethane. Frozen grids were transferred
to a Tecnai Polara F30 TEM (FEI) and imaged at 300 kV under low-dose condi-
tions at 10 mm underfocus. Microscope magnification was 39,000–59,0003.
See Supplemental Experimental Procedures for detailed methods.
Cell Transfection Experiments
Transfection, growth, and immunofluorescence microscopy of human A-431
and A-431D cells were performed as described elsewhere (Troyanovsky
et al., 2007). The plasmid pRc-EcDendra-D748-KL encoding human E-cad-
herin truncated mutant EcadD-Dendra was described elsewhere (Hong
et al., 2010). For coculture and immunoprecipitation experiments, Dendra
tag was replaced with mCherry and 6xMyc, respectively. Wild-type and
mutant cadherin transfectants expressing equal, moderate levels of trans-
genes were sorted by flow cytometry and used for experiments.254 Structure 19, 244–256, February 9, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Ltd All rLive cell imaging was performed as described elsewhere (Hong et al., 2010).
To analyze cadherin junctional turnover, we used a Dendra photoactivation
assay (Hong et al., 2010). A circular region of interest (f = 5 mm) was photoac-
tivated by 3 s of 402 nm light and time-lapse images were taken in both FITC
and TRITC filter sets. For Dendra- and mCherry cocultures, a FRAP assay was
used: Dendra green fluorescence was fully photoconverted by 4 s of 402 nm
light in a region of interest, and recovery of green fluorescence was then moni-
tored over time. Further details and methods for image analysis, immunopre-
cipitation, and cell aggregation assays are in the Supplemental Experimental
Procedures.
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The structures of mouse E-cadherin EC1-5, mouse N-cadherin EC1-5, mouse
E-cadherin EC1-2 V81D mutant, and mouse E-cadherin EC1-2 L175D mutant
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